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FAS OPPOSES BIOLOGICAL &
CHEMICAL WARFARE

(This statement was j%rst veleased at a press confwmce,
on June 19. at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, bv
Pvof. Aleza@w Rich.)

In view of the potential danger to our entire civilization
from the development of biologiwd and chemical weapons and
in view of the specific disadvantages to the security of the
Unitad States from further development of these weapons,
the Federation of American Scientists urges:
—1. That the President declare a policy of “no first use” of
chemical and biological weapons;
--Z-$oa, all m~ production of biological weapons be

—3. That $evelonment of new biological and chemical weap-
ons be stopped.

In addition ta the aforementioned unilateral measums, we
urge the U.S. Government to seek an international agree-
ment to prohibit the use of biological and chemical weapons
and to renounce development of such weapons.

There is ample evidence that the United States Government
is engaged in a large-wale effort to develop and produce
lethal biologic+ and chemical weapons. There are already
stockmles of bmlomcal and chemical nmnitiom of all kinds

op.ment and tbe preparation of such W-eapom can be “accmn-
phshed m ordimry microbiological and chemical laboratories.
ThusJ most nations, small and large, could easily and secretly
acqume a significant biological and chemical warfare capa-
bility, which, furthermore, would be much less susceptible to
inspection and control than are nmlear weapons. Large scale
efforts ,in our own country a=e certain to stimulate similar
effor}s m other countries. The r.?s”lt wnmddbe to increase the
likehhocd of accidental war and to reduce the effectiveness of
our own nuclear %alance of uower.>>

RISKS OF PRESENT POLICY
It is not clear what advantage the U.S. can gain in return

by the acquisition of biological weapons. It bas been mg-
gested by the advocates of these weapons that they offer a
eboiee of response to attack intermediate hetwwen the conven-
tional and the nuclear, but it appears that when fully devel.
o~ed they would be a.%destructive to bums.n life as nud eaI’

FAS URGES THREE POLICY PLANKS
Tbe FAS is submitting three major policy proposafa to

tbe platform committees of the Republican and Democratic
Conventions.

The propositions are:
—1. That tbe United States cease its advocacy of a multi-
lateral NATO nmlear force (MLF) ;,
—2. That tbe President declare a pohcy of %c. first usd$ of
chemical ,and biological weapons, and that all mass production
of bmlog,aal weapons be abandoned;
-S. That no hasty decision by the United States be made to
install a ballistic missile defense system even in response to
Soviet depio.pnent of such a system.

These P&mea, previously’ approved by tbe FAS Council,
were presented to the Republican platform committee on
July 7 by FAS Ckxumilmember Owen Chamberlain. The FAS
argued “that these policy recommendations are scientifically
and strategically sound a“d that each, if adopted by our
government, would increase the stability of international
affairs, advance the national self-interest of the United
States, and assist in maintaining a peaceful world.>, Full
texts of the statements appear in this Newsletter.

STATEMENT ON MULTILATERAL FORCE
The proposed multilateral force (MLF) would consist of

a fleet of surface vessels armed with Polaris missiles carry.
ing thermonuclear warheads and manned by mixed NATO. . . .. .
crew s.

These weapons are intended to add to the strategic mwlear
defense of Europe by giving European members of NATO a
voice in the deployrmmt and use ,of nuclear weapons but, at
the same time, retaining an American, as well as European,
veto over any decision to use them.

It is generally acknowledged that the force, as it is now
conceived, would add little to the effectiveness of tbe present
nuclear deterrent. Furthermore. Dlans for tbe MLF am
having a devisive effect on the ‘N”ATO” alliance. France is
hostile to its establishment; and the other members of tbe

with the exception of West Germany, are at bestalliance, 7
lukewarm towards tbe project.

The main arguments advanced in favor of the MLF are
that, by allowing ow German allies a finger on tbe nuclear
trigger, it will assuage and forestall uressures in West Ger-
many for independent development of-German nuclear weap-
ons. Thus, according to its proponents, the MLF is aimed
primarily at preventing further proliferation of nmlear
weapons.

serious obstacles in tbe way of our Government% pmp+sal
for an inspected freem on the furtlr?z production and d~
ployment of nuclear missile systems, as well as to other pro-
posals aimed at reducing tensions and the dangers of war
in Europe.

Thus, of the number of prospeets which now seem to be
attainable, all aimed at the inhibition of further proliferation
of nuclear weapons, the MLF seems at the same time the
least effective, and the greatest impediment to further
progress.

Fortunately, plans are not very far advanced, and it would
still appear to be pwsible to drap this project without damage
to NATO.



MULTILATERAL FORCE: DEBATE CONTINUES
As the North Atlantic Treaty Organization enters its six-

teenth year with its future apparently becoming more and
more shaky, the United States’ proposal for a NATO multi-
lateral nuclear force looms as a potential solution to the
stickv NATO mwblem. From one mint of view the MLF
may ‘appear as” a dangerous new ste~ in arms proliferation;
a more hopeful interpretation is’ that the MLF might Pro-
vide the hasis for a new Atlantic community, in place of the
one which NATO ‘has failed to produce.

The concept of an MLF was first suggested in 1960 hy then
Secretary of State Herter with the approval of Pres}dent
Eisenhower. It has since been reaffirmed by both Pres]dent
Kennedy and P~sident Johnson. Essentially, the MLF
would be a fleet of surface warshim. euuimed with stratezic
nuclear weapons and owned, con&lled &id manned joinily
by mixed forces from various NATO participants. Firing
of the weapas in wartime would be by decision of an agreed
number of participants, including the United States.

A working group representing the U. S., Italy, Germany,
the U.K.! Belgium,, Holland, Greece and Turkey has be-an
meeting m Paris since October, 1963, with the purpose of
reaching a general understanding of what the MLF would
involve and lts p-olitical and kbnicalfewitii]ity- EarlY in
June, Thomas K. Finletter said in Paris that he believed
agreement would be reached by the end of the year on the
composition and cost of the MLF. Mr. Finletter is the U. S.
representative & the Paris headquarters of NATO. (NY
Times, 6/9).

U.S. AIMS FOR MLF
According to Gerard C. Smith, Special Adviser ta the

Secretary of State for the MLF negotiations, the problem
to which the MLF projeet is addressed is the following:
“HOW can the United States share strategic deterrent re-
sponsibilities with its NATO allies without promoting inde-
pendent national nuclear forces?” Quite obviously the prob-
lem has been pointed up by the decision of France to develop
its own nuclear force. Accordine to Mr. Smith. the MLF
would urovide an answer to the Sr;winx concern of European
nation; that they have a large: role ii long-range straiegic
deterrence. The MLF would furthermore actually contribute
to arms control through its braking action on national pro-
liferation of nuclear weapons. Finally, tbe MLF cou!d
“contribute to European integration” through its de-emphasu
of national nuclear programs, through its effect in narrowing
tbe present gap belsveen nuclear and nonnuclear powers in
Europe, and through its creation of a common venture in
which E“rcqIean countries can work together. (Dept. of
State Bulletin. 5/18/64).

FEAR Ok WEAPONS SPREAD
The argument that the MLF will be effective in preventing

national nuclear development has recently been rebutted by
John Silard in a Study Paper on the MLF, written for the
Council for a Liveable World. (4/64). According to him, in
the short run, i.e., for the 1960’s, “MLF proponents vastb
over-estimate European desire for a larger nuclear role.”
Mr. Silard continues, “If we esuouse the view that our allies’
?elf-~espect requires parity of “nuclear participation with us,
It wdl not be long before they espouse the same mew. BY
contrast, without our active salesmanship, nuclear arms de-
velopment may remain unpopular in Germany, England, and
other nations.” On the other hand, he argues that tbe MLF
is inadeqtiate for the long-term aspirations of the NATO
nations. This is because in the long ruq, there may well be
alterations in the present community of interest between the
U. S. and its NATO allies as a result of our closer ties with
Russia, their fear of a resurgent Germany and increasing
economic conflicts between the U. S. and Europe. With such
changws, the European countries might become increasingly
dissatisfied with a MLF subject to U.S. veto power, and these
countries may ultimately proceed with development of their
own nuclear forces, with the hcost which the U. S. will have
urovided throu~h the MLF.

On the subj~t of the MLF as a nnif ying force in Europe,
Mr. Sibmd feels rather that the outcome will be less, rather
than more, unity. “OUT European allies are not requesting
the MLF but are having it forced upon them by our insistence.
With the exception of some element in Germany, the MLF
is not welcomed among the other nations, who must join it
from fear of German predominance . . . And it is .Isq causing
semous internal Dolitical friction in NATO countr]es since

(Continued on page 4)

PENTAGON HUNTS LOST SUB AND SATELLITE
The U.S. government is tiptoeing gingerly around the

implications of two embarrassing nuclear mishaps.
>,

The older and better publicized case is the nuclear sub-’ .
marine Thresher, which disappeared 220 miles east of Boston
in April 1963. An extensive underwater search at that time
failed to locate the wreck, though the bathyscaphe Trieste did
recover one piece of tubing identified as coming from tbe
Thresher. Now the Trieste, remodeled to increase its under-
water range, is returning to the search, despite strong ob-
jections from some quarters in tbe Na”y, who are con-
cerned over renewti publicity and possible effects on morale
in the submarine force. (NY Times, 6/9).

The argument that finally prevailed was that the Navy’s
inability to locate submarines lost at great depth could be
diplomatically as well as technically embarrassing in an age
of nuclear-powered submarines armed with missiles carrying
hydrozen bombs. Such an accident close to a foreign country
c&dd ~eriously handicap U.S. efforts to gain admittance for
these vessels” “h “foie”ti” wate?i”’ “arid”PoitS:” ‘-U. S;” failuf+ to
retrieve a lost vessel- might also open the possibility that
some other party, governmental or private, would attempt
to find and salvage such a submarine (and missiles and
warheads).

MISPLACED PLUTONIUM

Tie official presumption” is that the payload buried up on ‘
reentering the atmosphere over the Indian Ocean, and that
the plutonium was dispersed in minute particles at an alti-
tude of around 120.000 feet. However, the New York Times
story goes on to say, “the presumption is supwrted by in-
direct engineering calculations, but there is no direct evi-
dence on what happened to the payload.” The other possi-
bility is that fragments of the metal survived the trip back
to earth; they would pose a severe hazard to anyone coming
in contact with them. The “maximum permissible burden”
of plutonium 236 for radiation workers is two billionths of
a gram. (NY Times, 5/24).
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FAS STATEMENT ON BALLISTIC MISSILE DEFENSE
The FAS is strongly opposef to the installation of a ballis-

tic missile defense system by the United States.
The term ballistic missile defense means defense against

incoming missiles (incoming ICBM’S). The most commonly
conceived form of defense is the anti-missile missile, by which
incoming missiles might be shot down or render-d harmless
by ground-based missiles armed with small nuclear warheads.

It bas long hem recognized that defense against ICBM’S
a very difficult matter because of the great speed

The diiliculty is com-
bat very high reliability would be re-

a defense system against such destructive weapons
,s. Durinc World War II a defense system with

is at best
with which these missiles approach.
pounded by the fact tl
quired by
as ICBM’i
~?tber smmll eiiicie<cy could be considered quite effective.
The Battle of Britain was stopped when the British were
able to knock down just 5 percent of the attacking German

BIOLOGICAL & CHEMICAL WARFARE — Continued
upon us, just as their nuclear deterrent discourages our own
use of such weapons. It has been said that nuclear weapons
cannot deter attack by biological weapons, because the latter
lend themselves to surreptitious use, so that it would be
impossible ti identify the assailant against whom to retaliate
with nuclear weapons. It is not clear, however, what
advantage would arise in that case from tbe pwsession of a
biological retaliatory capacity, since the assailant would be
equally unknown.

Chemical warfare, though largely tactical in nature, also
aPPears to us undesirable. Chemical weapons, like biological
and nuclear weapons, are widely thought of as “terror”
weapons, and their’ use introduces dangers of escalation far
out of proportion to their effectiveness.

Biological agents seem particularly well suited for attacks
against civilian populations rather than military targets.
Since biological agents must be either inhaled or swallowed,
it is rekitively easy to protect disciplined troops, while
civilian masses are peculiarly vulnerable, not, only because
of their relatme lack of dmciphne and protectwe ~qmprnent,
but because of the greater-effectiveness of biologmaf agents
in areas of hwh population density. Biological weapons di-
rected against man arQ potentially as dangerous to our
civilization as are nuclear weapons. Though some mention
bas been made of the development of se-called “humane”
weapons resulting in incapacitation rather than death, tbe
published information on biological warfare suggests that
considerable effort is being devoted to development of lethal
agents such as those causing anthrax and pneumonic plague.
Even in the case of diseases not normally fatal, the lack
of information concerning tbe effects of massive doses of
virulent organisms or of a high density of infected persons
makes effect unpredictable.

The arament is made that development of biolosieal
weauons skould be continued for defensi~e uurtmses. De~ense
against such weapons consists either of p;evefiting entry of
the infectious agent into the body or counteracting the effect
after entry. In the former case the methods of pi-oteation
are likely to be fairly independent of the weqxm material;
in the latter case, each agent would i-eauire its own mecifie
countermeasures. As thi variety of imable organi~ms is
potentially unlimited, development of new weapons by us
can. give no assurance of our ability to defend ourselves
against abtack with other organisms. It v,mmld, therefore,
aPPeaT that the only avenues of research for defense that
have some likelihood of being fruitful would be concerned
either with prevention of entry or with very general anti-
microbial substances. Such a program need not be pursued
in secret, nor need it involve the development of nsw
biological or chemical weawms.

Fi~ally, w.e are concerne~ with reports of the field use of
chemical w~apons in Viet Na,m. Allegations relating to the
use of anti-cmp zgents nnder American supervision hm.e
been officially denied. However, reports that defoliating
agents have been used to. destroy protective cover have been
.mnfmned by representatmes of the Dep?rtm,ent, of Defense.
These charges give nse to the broader ,mphcatloy.that ,lhc ..;::
b-.S. is using the Vietnamese battlefield as a pqomng sound,
for chemical and biological warfare. As b~s a,irea~y bw+i ‘‘ S ~
stated, FAS is opposed !to the. “first-@> of c~emical aad bio, j ;
logical weapons. We are further opposed to exp@-irnerita~i@
on fo~ign soil and also feel that such experime~tiqm involr.: :. ~
ing citizens of other countries compounds the moral liability
of such actions.

bombers. Today a defense system against ICBM’S that Wris
only 5 percent efficient would be almost worthless.

It is the view of the .FAS that there is today no known
way ‘cPconstruct a satisfactory defense against ICBM’S. In-
deed, in the foreseeable future there is not going to be any
satisfactory defense. This fi.~. not mean that single nuclear
missiles cannot be km<.Icked down or rendered h;rmless by
anti-missile missiles, or that several nuclear missiles cannot
be knocked out. Rather, it means that any foreseeable defense
system can be annulled by means that are technically feasible
aid economically practicable.

The annulment of a missile defense system would’ be ac-
mmmlished in uart bv the use of so-called Penetration aids—
mea~ures to afiow de_fenses to be penetrate-d, such as the use
of decoys accompanying missiles. Further, missile defenses
could be rendered ineffective by increases in the numbers of
offensive weapons against which the defenses would be re-
quir.?d to protect. A defense system can always be evaded
bv tbe ?nocedure known as satimation-the use of a mater
ntimber- of offensive weapms than the defense sys-tem is
capable of handling. It is the firm belief of FAS that these
factors render any missile defense unfeasible at present and
fm’ the foreseeable future.

IMPACT ON U.S. SOCIETY
Apa~t from the fact that it would be an enormous waste

of effort and money for the United States to install a missile
defense system, it would also have many objectionable effet?
upon the United States society. Instead of impicwing our
securits.. itwould cause our adversaries to build UD their
offensi% armaments to a new Iwel much higher thin that
now existing. Far from improving United States se~urity,
this would increase the destructiveness of the war wh]ch we
all hope will never come but remains a possibility.

As has been pointed out by Secretary of Defense Mc-
Namara, a missile defense system would bring with it a civil
defense system. We of the FAS believe that it would be a
civil defense system more massive than any that has been
put before the Congress up to the present time. It would
require much more than fallout shelters. Such a program
would require a broad system of blast shelters, at huge ex-
pense. Furthermore, our civilian population would have to
be trained, to some extent regimented, and taught unques-
tioning obedience to authority. This wcmld mean a harden-
ing of our society, a striking change in our American atti-
tudes, and a weakening of our democratic institutions.

The FAS stands oppwed to the installation in the United
States of missile defenses, whether or not such defenses are
seriously attemptd by the Soviet Union. Because the Soviets
have a long-standing tradition of dependence on defense,
they may be led to reliance on missile defense. There are
remmt.s that the Soviet Union is installim$ some missile
d<fenses. Whether m- not these reports are t-me, it does not
follow that it would be in the best interest of the United States
to deploy missile defenses. United States reaction should be
based on a careful analysis of its own situation. The FAS
concludes that. Tex’ardks of Scwiet action. the U. S. should
not, under prisen-t circumstances, install’ missile defenses.

The FAS reaches the conclusion that deployment of a
missile defense system in the United Sta,tes mmld be ex-
@nely costly, that it would be militarily unreliable because
Itwould be effectively m“”temed by a large bnild-np of Soviet
ICBM’S aimed at the United State++ that it would have m-
desirable effects in hardening Un,ted States society, and
that it would lead to a new increase in international tension.
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DEBATE ON MLF— Continued

it requires them to cast their lot unequivocally either with
the United Stat.es orde Gaulle.” Itshould benoted, however,
that at least one Europe-sn gronp has indicated its approval
of the MLF. The Action Committee for the United States
of Europe, an influential bcdy of Europeans headed by Jean
Monnet, has given qualified support to the idea. The com-
mittee said the MLF would serve the cause of a united
Europe and Atlantic partnership, provided that it envisioned
the eventual formation of a European nuclear force. (NY
Times 6/3).

Finally, the contrast between the MLF idea and President
Johnson’s profmsrds at Geneva for nuclear freeze and non-
proliferation a

r
ements indicates an apparent inconmstency

in our policy, tate Department arguments to the contrary.
Mr. Silard Snds that the itfLF “is today the single P:OPOS81
for a new advance which stands in the way of a levehng off
of the nuclear arms race.”

NATO’S OTHER TROUBLES
Whether or not the MLF is the answer to NATO’s prob-

lems, there remains the fact that the alliance is in trouble.
The problem, according to a N. Y. Times editorial, is that
i~~~-~-g-~ thatbmUght NATO iri~ ~i has riOW re-

ceded.” Instead, the Alliance needs to adapt to the changes
which have occurred in the power and economic structures
dbring the last fifteen years. Thus, the increasing prosperity
of. Europe codd mean a largm’ Empean role in the West’s
global policies. Further, changes in the nature of war since
World War II have led Europeans to wonder about U. S.
willingmegs to risk nuclear war to defend Eu’iope, and these
doubts have led in turn ta increasing European desire for
participation in the management of the West’s nuclear de-
terrent. Here, according to the N. Y. Times, the argument
could lead to the MLF but “the United States will have to
go much farther<’

Apparently, at the NATO Council meeting held in MaY at
The Hague, no one seemed to be going anywhere. One ex-
planation for the lack of positive proposals is that the Unitid
States was reluctant to retie them for fear that France
would shoot them down. The strategy, according to that
observer, was to try to get the’ French to make the sugges-
tions, a technique given little dance of success. (W. Post,
5/13). Difficulties with France are illustrated hy one problem
that NATO is facing: the lack of trained infantry, essential
for handling brush-fire wars. With a strong possibility
that British trcmps may have to be withdrawn from the left
fkmk of the NATO position of West (%nmny, the failure
w far of French troops to take .UP positions on. .th:,, right

flank must, if continued, force a reassessment of the value
derivins from this NATO stratem. (NY Times. 6/3).

A re~@ article by Henry A: K~siriger, profe~or of gov-
ernment at Harvard University, has proposed a possible
solution to the growing rift within NATO. Professor Kis-.
singer suggests that NATO appoint a high-level Politi:
cd bcdy to coordinate the policies of its members and
thus avert public displays of disunity. Frof~sor Kis-
singer concludes that, as now constituted, th6 alhance doss
not fit the needs of the nuclear age. However, formation
of a high-level political body with the U. S., Britain, France,
West Germany and Italy as members, might heal the grow-
ing rift between Paris and Washington. He notes that in
196S President de Gaulle proposed that a directorate of
France, Britain and the U. S. be formed. The addition of
West Germany and Italy shotid not make such a body un-
p~~blee to de Gaulle. Accordin to the professor’s Pro-

$Iiticrd body “shoufd wcuss how to implement
rcommon A antic purpw+ and define the scope of autonomous

action where, interests drferge . . , It shouId also be charged
with developing a common strategic ddrme.” In the ab-
s=mce of a common foreign wlicy of NATO members, or at
least an agreed range of divergence, ‘the attempt to devise
a common strategy is likely to prove futile.” (NY Times,
6/21) .
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AIR POLLUTION

Medi@ reports presented at the recently held conference
of experts on air pollution at Striwbourg, France, focused
on the correlation of air p?llution with the occurence of such
diseases as cancer, cbromc lung disease, and even anemia
and stunted growth.

English experts noted the success of their, one hundred
year old program to curtail industrial air pollutants as well
as the recent extension to control heatinz materials used in
private ,homes.

In the United Stat-es, California is the only state abtively
engaged in trying to control motor vehicle exhaust by legis-
lation requiring use of exhaust fume purifiers, afterburners n
or engine modifications on all cars as of 1966. The Cali-
fornia report estimated the cost at $600 million per year.

Concurrent with the Strashourg meeting, Senator Muskie
(D-Maine was holding hearings on the domestic auto in-

1dustry’s P am b control auto ,exbaust. The industry spekes-
men felt it advisable not to extend the California require-
ments to the entire country until the various devices ‘were
perfected. Afterburners or exhaust purifiers were expected
to cost the auto manufactum?r $20-$25 and the car over ap-
proximately 1/5 cent per mile. Proposed modifications of
the ignition and carburetion systems would also cost about
$20, but would more than pay for themselves in increased
gasoline economy. Senator Muskie was “disturbed” at the
industry’s reluctance to make the modifications available to
the,,other.fo+y-nine states. ,.
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